
Pilot Coffee can be brewed in any way you like. Our goal is to roast in a way that best  
enhances the inherent flavours of the coffee. These parameters are what we believe best  

suit this coffee. For more information visit our website pilotcoffeeroasters.com

COLOMBIA

LAS PALMAS
LOT EL VOLCAN

ROAST AGTRON:

VARIETAL:

COFFEE:

FARM:

REGION / COUNTRY:

ALTITUDE:

PREF. BREW METHOD:

PRODUCER:

PROCESS:

COFFEE PROFILE

Single Origin

Las Palmas

Paicol, Huila, Colombia

1600m

Immersion

Chalo Fernandez

Washed

76

Castillo

EXT. YIELD: 20.83%

IMMERSION BREWING PARAMETERS

This lot from Las Palmas makes an exceptional immersion brew.  
Most of our brews with it has a high strength with a good balance  

of flavours. A shorter brew time helped to achieve a more desirable 
strength while bringing out the more delicate notes of this coffee.  

Look for flavours of peach, milk chocolate, and almond.

BREW RATIO:

FRENCH PRESS  |  AEROPRESS  |  CLEVER DRIPPER

1:17.3 WATER TEMP.: 200f

tropical
brown sugar

& juicy

EXT. YIELD: 20.19%

DRIP BREWING PARAMETERS

This coffee makes an excellently balanced drip coffee.  
There is a good amount of sweetness and some mild acidity.  

The mouthfeel is slightly juicy, which highlights the subtle fruity notes  
of the cup. This would be a great coffee to select as an everyday  

drip coffee with more nuance than a typical drip blend.

BREW RATIO:

CHEMEX  |  POUROVER  |  BATCH BREWING

1:16 WATER TEMP.: 200f

WET WEIGHT:

EXT. YIELD: 9.3%

36.3g

ESPRESSO PARAMETERS

El Volcan can be a lively and exciting espresso. The more  
forward flavours are fruity and tropical, while still featuring  
a chocolatey and smooth finish. This espresso is delicious  

on its own, as well as in milk based drinks.

DRY WEIGHT:

DURATION: 28sec

18g WATER TEMP.:

REST PERIOD: 7 days

200f

Chalo Fernandez and his family have an idyllic plot 
of land in the mountainous region of Huila. Chalo 
is well-known in specialty coffee circles in our area 
and visits roasters as much as he hosts roasters and 
importers in Colombia. His attention to detail and 
passion for his family, the environment and coffee  
is evident in the cup. 

This lot is from a different part of Chalo’s plantation, 
slightly higher up. It jumped off the cupping table 
with juicy tropical flavours. It also underwent  
a long fermentation, of about 36 hours.


